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The objective of this paper is to introduce design experiences of energy-efficient
family houses, to present real examples from the design practice of the author. The
design of the presented buildings is based on the concept of “sustainable
construction” and energy-efficiency, that claims many cases compromises in design
solutions. Before presenting the examples, some idea about the relationships and
contradictions of sustainability and energy-efficiency will be pointed out.

1. Introduction
The objective in the design of energy-efficient buildings is to reduce the use of
energy (input) by keeping the level of a service (or: to raise the level of a service with
the same energy use). Energy-efficiency is a basic criterion of sustainable
development.
The basic criterion of Sustainable Development is that we should meet our present
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their present
and future needs (Brundtland Commission Report, 1987). International conferences
addressing the topic of Sustainable Construction are organized as a branch of
Sustainable Development. (Sustainable construction: „The creation and responsible
management of a healthy built environment based on resource efficient and
ecological principles” /C. Kibert, CIB symposium, Tampa, Florida, 1994/.
An important factor in the building sector is that changes are very slow because of its
inertia and the many different stakeholders and interests. The concept of Sustainable
Construction addresses however not only the quality of the environment, the complex
interpretation of a sustainable building is for special consideration on the affordability
of building costs. Probably in he future there will be a strong effort to reduce costs
and for „affordable housing”. The exclusion of the most interested stakeholder, the
user from the building process can be a reason of huge additional costs. The
construction of sustainable and energy-saving buildings can also generate additional
costs. The production of building products should consider the product’s potential
effect on the environment and health. The application of new facade elements,
insulations, doors and windows with positive energy-balance, ventilation and energycontrol can also raise costs.
In the case of energy-efficient buildings it is important to meet the concept of energyefficiency through the whole building process. The approach of energy-efficiency
should be predominating from developing the building site to the end of the
construction works and also in the use of buildings (especially in case of passive
houses). From the very beginning in developing the building site and locating
buildings, good orientation, minimizing building surface and filtration losses are
important factors. High-density buildings and compact forms can be more energysaving. Building technology has special importance. Building envelope should be with
good heat insulation and without cold-bridges, energy-saving doors and windows
should be applied and built in properly with efficient sealing and ventilation.

2. The issues of energy-efficiency and sustainability
The notion of energy-efficiency means the more effective use of energy (and
resources). One approach of this concept is strictly technological (equipment based).
The commonly used notion of sustainable development does not tell that the
development of what we should sustain, how we should sustain and in what prize, is
it possible to sustain at all and what will be the result or change. However it is
doubtless that the concept of sustainability is based on meeting our needs (not
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wants), thus calls on eliminating the loose consumption above our real needs, calls
on self-control. Other definitions of sustainable development address the „fair
distribution of the Earth’s resources”. A good question can be raised that what is fair
and – considering that the resources are finite – among how many generations we
would like to distribute them honourably? Another definition of sustainable
development is the following: „The kind of human activity that nourishes and
perpetuates the whole community of life on Earth” (Mendocino Environmental Centre
1999.)
The concept of energy-efficiency is often mentioned as a part of the concept of
sustainable development. However, the efficient use of the finite (not renewable)
energies and resources does not mean the preservation of the resources, the
prevention of running out these resources. At best (and if the level of using the
resources would not raise with the possibility of more effective use) it means a shift in
time, thus for the next generations there will be less available resources even if we
consume them more „effectively”. To consume finite resources can not be
sustainable anyhow, sustainability presumes infinite time. Aggravating circumstances
are that according to statistical data the raise in energy consumption in the previous
and present decade strongly exceeded the gains reached by efficiency in use. The
possibility of more efficient use of energy many cases motivated more consumption
and not moderating.
The question of sustainability is not only less consumption (reduced to the level of
real needs) or more effective consumption, but how to switch to use 100 %
renewable resources and energy. Another related question is how to switch to use
technologies from which waste can be 100 % recycled or resolved. Thus energyefficiency can be sufficient as an objective only during a temporary period of time,
and here energy-efficient and passive houses should have high significance.
However, our economic point of view searches cost-effectiveness of practical
solutions. Is it worth, is it economical, is it profitable to make researches, to change
awareness of people and our practice of production and consumption? But beside
the question “how much profit will return tomorrow?” we should ask “how much profit
will return after tomorrow?” and what is even more important, what will be the cost, if
we do not care with all of these questions?

3. Examples of low-energy and „passive houses”
The next examples will present the author’s experiences of designing energy-efficient
family-houses. The design principles from energy-efficient to “passive houses” can
be followed through examples of real built-up houses and through houses under
construction. On the examples different construction technologies and heat
insulations were applied (lightweight constructions; stone walls with cellulose
insulation; Porotherm walls with extra facade insulation; EPS-based BAUCELL
system). Applying the indicators of architectural quality, through the examples it can
be followed how the concept of energy-efficiency can be introduced while meeting
also requirements as efficiency of function or impartiality of form. Passive houses
raise several questions related to architectural quality.
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Example 1: „Bio-house”, Dunakeszi

Basic principles: environmentally-conscious construction and energy-efficiency, to show up the biohouse and healthy building concept, recycling building materials.
Tools: to use natural, recycled and healthy materials, with good moisture permeability and high heat
storage capacity; thick heat insulations from natural materials (Thermofloc cellulose fibre); to eliminate
cold-bridges; to develop “breathing walls” and building envelope (considering moisture techniques);
visible wood structures in the interior, wood floor structure and coverings; mud-plastering and visible
brick walls from recycled brick.
Wall structure: 30 cm recycled tuff-stone and brick load-bearing walls. Inside: Mud-plastering on 2
layers of reed matting. Outside: wooden frame mounted on stone walls and covered with Heraklith
boards, mesh, lime-plastering and self-cleaning façade painting. Heat insulation: Cellulose fibre
(recycled newspaper) blown inside the wooden frame.

Example 2: Low-energy family house, Dunakeszi

- Single-level, „U” form layout with atrium, spaciousness.
- Raised roof above living-room (semi-pitched roof),
20° hipped pitched roof above other areas
- Wall structure: 30 cm BAUCELL® EPS elements
with14,5cm concrete filling (U=0,18W/m2K)
- Roof and floor structure: wooden roof trusses, 15+5 cm
cellulose fibre heat insulation among bottom booms,
visible wooden trusses above living area.
- Heat pump, heat-recovery ventilation, solar collectors.
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Example 3: Low-energy family house, Győr

- Family house on narrow corner site with ground floor + builtin attic with pitched roof on the corner side (traditional
character), single floor with flat roof, raised sun-space and
steel shading structures on the other side (modern character)
- POROTHERM 30 N+F walls + 10 cm rockwool insulation
(U=0,26W/m2K); heat-recovery ventilation system.

Example 3: Low-energy family house, Fótliget

- Partly two-storey split level family house on sloping
corner site, 3 connected building masses.
- Wall structure: 30 cm BAUCELL® EPS system
with14,5cm concrete filling (U=0,18W/m2K)
- Floor structure: Leier RFC beams with BAUCELL EPS
elements; IGM wooden roof trusses with 20 cm cellulose
heat insulation under pitched roofs; RFC slab on flat roof.
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Example 5: Low-energy semi-detached house, Fótliget

- 2 compact, 2-sorey building masses + garages
with flat roof, modern character.
- Graceful wooden terraces with wooden shading
structures and grids counterpoint compact masses.
- POROTHERM 30 N+F walls + 10 cm rockwool heat
insulation (U=0,26W/m2K); monolithic RFC floors,
metal-sheet roof covering

Example 6: Ultra low-energy family house, Pécs

- Ultra low-energy family house on irregular site
with southern slope.
- „V” form, partly two-storey building opened 120° towards
the southern view, large openings and sun-space on
South, closed north facade, compact form.
- Structures: POROTHERM 30/38 N+F walls, PTH floor,
Wooden roof structure, plastic doors and windows with
3 layers glazing (U = 0,6 W/m2K).
- Heat insulations: walls and floor: 20 cm continuous
EPS; roof: 15 cm cellulose + 15 cm EPS roof elements.
Requirements: air-tightness; eliminating cold-bridges,
Wall & roof U= 0,12 W/m2K, floor U = 0,15 W/m2K .
2
- Energy demand for heating < 15-20 kW/m /év
- Solar collectors, Heat-buffer, DHW storage,
heat-recovery ventilation system.
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Example 7: ~ „Passive house”, Telki

- Passive house (ground floor + partly cellar) on sloping site.
- Two connected rectangular masses with 30° pitched roofs.
- Sun-space and pergola with wooden construction
- Wall structure: 40 cm BAUCELL® EPS system
with14,5cm concrete filling (U=0,11W/m2K)
- Roof and floor structure: IGM wooden roof trusses, 40 cm
cellulose fibre heat insulation, Leier RFC beams with BAUCELL
EPS elements above cellar, floor with 30 cm EPS heat insulation.
- Doors and windows with 3 layers glazing (U = 0,6 W/m2K)
- Heat-recovery ventilation system, solar collectors, PV-s

Example 7: ~ „Passive house”, Fót

- Passive family house with ground floor + built-in attic + press works in the cellar
- Simple, compact building mass with square-formed plan, minimal building envelope
(cooling surface), large openings on southern facade, closed on the north side.
- Foundation: 20 cm RFC slab foundation with 20 cm EPS heat insulation on the bottom, cup-element.
- Wall structure: 40 cm BAUCELL® EPS system.
with14,5cm concrete filling (U=0,11W/m2K).
- Floor structure: Leier RFC beams with BAUCELL EPS elements.
- Roof structure: Wooden roof with 30 cm cellulose fibre heat insulation.
- Doors and windows with 3 layers glazing (U = 0,6 W/m2K).
- Heat pump, Soil-collector, Heat-recovery ventilation system, solar collectors, PV-s.
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Conclusion:
The description pointed out several relationships and contradictions in the concept of
energy-efficiency and sustainability: Energy-efficiency, thus consuming finite
resources and energy more effectively, is not enough to reach sustainability. To built
energy-saving and passive houses is however an important step in the development.
This presentation showed an evolution of energy-conscious building design to
“passive houses”. However, energy-efficiency is only one special issue of building
design, the concept of which can be in contradiction with other important
requirements as efficiency of function, or can be a barrier in forming and other design
issues. To resolve these contradictions is one of the main challenges in the future,
especially in the architecture of “passive houses”. Considering the issue of
sustainability, in the future we should transform our whole building stock to be
energy-saving, and even to cover the less consumption of buildings from 100%
renewable energies.
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